VISION LAB

COMPARATIVE PICTURES

WATER PROTOCOL NOV. 2012

PERSONAL RESEARCH PROTOCOL
BELONGS TO:
DR. CORTELLA- DR. DUS
UNTREATED WATER, BEFORE THE EXPERIMENT

POLLUTED SAMPLE
UNTREATED WATER, TAP WATER
UNTREATED WATER, TAP WATER
UNTREATED WATER, TAP WATER BEFORE THE IONIZATION
SAME WATER AFTER THE IONIZATION
IONIZED WATER PH 9.5
SAME IONIZED WATER PLUS ENERGIZED PHI WATER; PH 9.5
IONIZED

IONIZED & ENERGIZED
IONIZED AND ENERGIZED SWISS OJAS TECHNOLOGY; PH 9,5
IONIZED AND ENERGIZED PHI WATER; PH 9,5
IONIZED AND ENERGIZED PHI WATER; PH 9.5